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THE SPINORGENUSOF QUATERNIONORDERS^)
BY

GORDONL. NIPP
ABSTRACT. Let D be a global domain whose quotient field F does
not have characteristic

2, let H be a quaternion

algebra

over F, and let

3 be an order on H over D. A right 3 -module M which is simultaneously

a lattice
/V(a)^

on H over D is said to be right 3-generic
0, such that

generic

<*" M e gen 3. Our main result

module is cyclic

if and only if every class

3 represents

a unit in D. One consequence

of one class

if and only if 3 -generic

every unit represented
necessary
alent

to a two-sided

associated

modules are cyclic
that an integral

pair,

The notation

[5]. We will assume

where

field,

throughout

L be in

pair be equivorder

we assume

x € D. In addition,

over F and that

algebra

It is natural

to examine

©-modules

D, and we investigate

Certainly

the structure

the problem

the identity

of the ideals

of determining

continuing

3 is a

of 21).

of ©. In this paper,
lattices

when such

this condition

on 21 over
©-modules

an idea of Kaplansky

are

or 'M

are called

[3], and Al is said

©-generic modules are studied in §2, and

2.4 and 4.1 we show that a necessary

that right ©-generic modules be cyclic

genus of © represent

21 is a qua-

©-module and if Af = a.©, then

[Al, a] satisfying

to be a right ©-generic module,

that

© is an order over D on 21 (i.e.,

if Al is such a right

right ©-generic pairs,

we assume

in 21 which are simultaneously

is in the genus of ©. Pairs

domain whose quotient

not 2, and if F is a rational

on 21 which is also a ring containing

in Theorems

lattice

will be that of O'Meara

that D is a Dedekind

lattice

cyclic.

ternary

is the quaternion

and terminology

ternion

we consider

it is shown that a

3,-generic

3,

F is a global field with characteristic

function

and 3 represents

In addition,

is that every right

3,-generic

in the spinor genus of

with L.

L Introduction.
field

condition

of one class

a. cO,

is that 3 is in a spinor genus

by its spinor genus.

and sufficient

a spinor genus

if there exists

is that every right 3-

and sufficient

condition

is that every class in the spinor

a unit in D.
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The problem

of determining

when two lattices

are in the same class is recognized
corollary

genus

of the above theorems

of one class

represents

results

integral

if and only if right
for ternary

ternary

alized

lattices

cC M and cr

lattices

by using

to quaternion

pair is equivalent

corollaries
ternary

L over the rational

contains

at least

integers

[6] and gener-

are equivalent

pair.

These

if
ternary
S), -

and other

into §5.
are used to show that the

associated

with the quadratic form

+ 3x2 and its corresponding

of one class

corre-

L H» S), from

by Pall

S),-generic

(although

quaternion order

it is known that each

two classes).

2. S-generic modules. Let M be aright
also a lattice

and S)

if and only if every right

are incorporated

s)L ate each in a spinor genus
genus

defined

in which our results

x2, x,) = x2 + 3x2 + 3x2x

are cyclic

We may obtain

It is shown that an integral

to a two-sided

of the main theorem

lattice

modules

the mapping

orders

of one class

In §6 we give an example

S) is in a spinor

[M, a] and [Mj, cl^

Mj are in the same class.

L is in a spinor genus

generic

SVgeneric

genus

one. It follows as a

order

by its spinor genus.

in [4]. Two S)-generic pairs

lattice

/Uj,

to be a difficult

that a quaternion

every unit represented

sponding

in the same spinor

(left) SJ-module in 21 which is

on 21 over D.

Definition.

M is right (left) S)-generic

if there exists

a. e 21, Af(a) ¿ 0,

such that or lM € gen S) (M-1a e gen 3).
For purposes

the S)-generic

of precision

module

we will refer to the pair
results
well.

for right

it will sometimes

M and the corresponding
[M, a.] as an S)-generic

S)-generic

If no confusion

pairs,

can exist,

be useful

element
pair.

to specify

We will prove our

but they hold for left S)-generic
we may simply

both

a e 21. In such cases,
pairs

as

refer to a pair as being Si-

generic.
According
genus

to O'Meara's

definition

of genus,

only if they lie in the same quadratic

proposition,
of genus

S)-generic

to include

Proposition

modules

lattices

space.

may be related

in possibly

lattice

(i) at each discrete

M" satisfies

spot

are in the same

As is seen in the next

to an extension

different

2.1. M ¿S right ^-generic

such that the scaled

two lattices

quadratic

of the concept

spaces.

if and only if there exists

a e F

the following:

p on F, there exists

an isometry

o : 21" —*

21 such that o JA" = S); and
P

(ii)

P P
P
at each archimedean

Proof.

spot

p on F,

If [M, a] is right S)-generic,

21" ^

21 .

let a= Aí(a.)-1.
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the map a : 21" —►21 defined by o (x) = a" !x is an isometry.
crete, oMa = a" lM ==r© . Hence, conditions
Conversely,

if Al satisfies

at each discrete

condition (i), then, since

©

represents

1,

p there exists

at each archimedean

a. e AT such that /V(<0 = l/a. From (ii),
P
P
P
spot there exists a e 21 such that N(a )= l/a. By

the Hasse-Minkowski

Theorem,

N(a) = l/a.

a" 1»M is isometric

Clearly,

21 represents

l/a.

Choose

ct.e 21 such that

to Ala and a-1.Al

All spots to which we refer in the remainder

Definition.

If p is dis-

(i) and (ii) are satisfied.

£gen ©.

of this paper will be discrete.

AO) = I6v(©) where t/(©) is the volume of ©.

Since iX©) C s(©)4, we have A(©) C [2s(©)]4 C Ai(©)4= D. So A(©) is
an integral ideal.
Definition.

Al is right-invertible

for © if there exists

a left ©-module

Al in 21 which is also a lattice on 21 over D such that Al • Al = ©.
It is well known that
cyclic right
Theorem

Al is right-invertible

© -module at each discrete

p.

2.2. [Al, o.] is right ^-generic

(i) Al is right-invertible
(ii) there exists
(iii)

for © if and only if Al is a

there exists

if and only if

for ©,

a £ F such that N(M) = aD,
a £ 21 such that

N(a.) = au, where

(iv) at each spot p|A(®), there exists

a

u is a unit in D, and

e Al such that N(ol ) = au.

Proof. Assume [Al, cl] is right ©-generic and let R = jx £ 21: AlxC All be
the right order of Al. Since
Theorem

a~ Al e"gen ©, it follows

that at each spot
p j there exist
c

from the Noether-Skolem

ô\P , y„
'P € 21P such that

a~lM^P =

^P^pYp and W^V = N^yp^~ • Ic is easily seen that R = y~ ^pyp, v(R ) =
i/(©p), and hence that ©p = Rp at each p. Thus, © = R, and a~ 1M = SyJ
at each

p. Setting

a = N(a),

(iii) and (iv) are satisfied.

u = 1, and a
Also since

= a§ y

at each

Al = ai)©fi at each

p, conditions
p, Al is right-

invertible for © and MAI) = aD.
Conversely,

let L = a.~ -Al. Since

M is invertible,

there exists

ß

£

Al at each p such that AI = ß^pIt follows from (ii) and (iii) that
NicT lßp) is a unit in Dp; hence A(©) = A(D. For p \ A(©), Dp = A(©p) =

A(Lp) = M©p) = N(Lp); so ©p and Lp are Dp-maximal [5, 82:19]. Thus,
. L eels®
for each p \ A(©) [5, 91:2]. Now suppose p A(©). Since Al is
invertible, ' it follows that MP • AT
P = a©„.
P So S PAl^
P C a®^
P =a Pa P©P and A1C
P
a*©>..
P P The opposite
rr
The map defined

containment

is clear; ' thus Al.
¿^ = a-1a p
p = a v ©P Let 'p

by Xp(x) = £ x is an isometry

of 21 taking

©

onto

L..

Therefore Lp e els ®p for each p|A(®). Thus L = CTlM £gen©, and [Al, a]
is right ©-generic.
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Proposition

2.3.

// [M, a] is right

^-generic

and T is the left order of

M, then T and L= oT1fA are in spn S) and [M, a] is left T-generic.
Proof.

As in the proof of the preceding

proposition,

there exist

a

e

M„ at each p such that M„ = a S> and N(a) = N(a). Thus, if L = ar1!^,
P
,
.
P
P P
P
'
'
L. = a- »AI. = a" 'a?)
= ¿S) where £, = or 'a
and /V(£) = 1. It follows
p
P
P P ^P P
that the spinor norm of the rotation

*P
P
3P
x i-+ ¿j x is one and that L e spn S).

If T = {x £ 21:xM C Mi, then a" !Ta is the left order of L and £„S) £"1
.

. P P'P

is the left order of Lp in 21^. Thus at each p, T = a€p§p€p~ ap , and if

S*W = £.*£■ ! and cKx)= axa" », then 2„ e o'(2IJ, a e 0+(2I),and 7\. -

P
P P
o S S) at each p. Therefore

P

That [M, a] is left T-generic
each spot and from the previous
Theorem

2.4,

Proof.

follows from the fact that M = Ta

at

in the spinor genus of S) represents

module

Let [M, a] bean

P

proposition.

// every class

in D, then every ^-generic

P

T e spn S).

a unit

M is cyclic.

S)-generic pair.

Then

a_1M e spn S). Choose

ß €fA such that N(or lß) = «, a unit in D. Thus,

N(a)S)= AKj8)S
= J5j8©C^ • MC MM= Ma)S
and /3M= N(a)S). Therefore, M= Ma)Mj8)~ ^ • S>= /3S).
3. Preliminary

results.

this end, it is useful
Proposition

We shall prove the converse

to record the results

3.1.

ideal in D. Suppose

Let

p\A,

2.4. To

which follow.

L and K be lattices

that for each

of Theorem

L

on 21, and let A be an integral

- K . Then there exists

t eD

such that tKC L and \t\p= 1 for each p\A.

Proof. Let B = |r e D: tK C Li. If A + B 4 D, then A + B C P for some
proper prime ideal

P in D. But the hypotheses

element of D - P for every P containing

s e A such that t + s = 1. If p|A, \s\
The next proposition
state

imply that B contains

A. So A + B = D. Pick

< 1; so |r|

follows directly

an

t e B and

= 1 for each p|A.

from Theorem 3.8 of [l], and we

it without proof.
Proposition

does not represent
of' 2x2

Let

matrices

3.2.

// S)

is a Dp-maximal

zero nontrivially

or S)

order in 21
is isomorphic

S)

2, the ring

over D..P

|| |L be the norm on 21 with respect

Lemma 3.3.

then either
to D

to a fixed basis.

Let ß ¿ 0 be an element of S>

Then for a. e 21 with
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||a-jß||

sufficiently

small,

a e©

Proof. Let yj, y2, y,, y4 be a basis for 21 over F and for ©

over

D.,
and set ß~ = 241=1,r.y.
with r.l e D..
If a e 21p' , a= 241=1 s.y.
with s.z £
p'
lJ l
p
I' 1
F . If || ||
a positive
Suppose

denotes
constant

the norm in the basis
c such that c||y||'

yj, y2, y,, y4, then there exists

< ||y||

for any y £ 21 [5, 101:1].

o. satisfies

||a-/S||i><c.min{|r.|p:r.^0!.
Then

max |r. - s.\p < min2.{|r.|p:

r. ¿ 0| < 1. If r{ ¿ 0, then

and by the Principle of Domination [5, 11:2], |sf|

|r. - s.\p < \r.\p,

= |rfL < 1. If r¿ »=0,

\si\p - lrz * 5¿lí, ^ *• So sz e Dp for ¿ - li 2' 3> 4' and a 6 ®pProposition

3.4. Lei R be the right order of a lattice

[L, l] z's right R-generic,

Proof.

Since

L £ gen ®, at each spot p there exist

such that N{ap) - N^)"r
and L

=^ R

2.3,

a

and j8

in 21

and Lp = ap • ®p • j8p. Then R^ = ß;^pßp

where €p = apßp-

and by Proposition

L £ spn ®. Then

L £ spn R, and R £ spn ®.

By Theorem 2.2, [L, l] is right R-generic,

L e*spnR.

Hence

R £ spn ®.

Proposition 3.5. Let L £ spn ® and let R be the right order of L. If
R £ els ®, and if every right %-generic

module is cyclic,

then L represents

a unit in D.
Proof.

We can write

t £ R such that

® = pRrj for some p, t] £ 21, and we can find a unit

1 = p-T-rj. Consider

the lattice

Lr¡. ^) = p.rR~

r¡=r)~

Rr)

is the right order of Lr¡; so Lr¡ is a right ©-module. Clearly rf~ • L-q egen®.
Therefore

[Lr¡, rj\ is right

®-generic,

and by assumption

such that L-q= £®. So L = £®-1r?, D = N(L) = N^-1)^,

there exists

£ £ 21

and M£if X) is a

unit in D. Clearly ¿¡rj~ £ L.
4. Cyclic

modules.

We now prove the converse

Theorem 4 1. // every ^-generic
the spinor genus of ® represents
Proof.

Let

L be any lattice

of Theorem

module is cyclic,

then every class

in the spinor genus of ®, and let R be the

pair whose left order is simultaneously
els®).

The theorem will then

in

a unit in D.

right order of L. We shall prove the theorem by constructing

be given in several

2.4.

follow

a right ©-generic

in els ® and els R (implying
from Proposition

R £

3.5. The proof will

steps.

(i) By Proposition

3.4,

R £ spn ®. It follows

that there exist

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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and ap e 21 at each p such that rjRjq'1
in F . We will show that there exists

p|2A(2)), Ma)
If a

is a square in F

e F

F in F

and from the Strong Approximation

|a-

a |

is arbitrarily

there exists

a e 21 such that

By choosing

a so that

|N(a) - N(a )|

of Domination,

a e 21 such that at each

= a^l

)|

.

it follows from the density

of

Theorem [5, 21:2] that there exists

is arbitrarily

Therefore

small for all p|2A(S)).

[5, 101:1] that

small, and it follows from the continuity

can be made arbitrarily

if |N(a) - Ma

a"

is small enough, it follows

a — l\\p can be made arbitrarily

of N that

and Ma ) is a square

small for all p|2A(S).

||a - a ||

||a - aJL

a"1

an element

and aS! a-1

is given, one at each p|2A(S),

a e F such that

||a"

= aJS

small.

is sufficiently

By the Principle

small, then |N(a)|

=

\N(ap)\p. Also by the Local Square Theorem [5, 63:1b], if |Ma) - N(ap)\p
is sufficiently
Choose

to force a"

Ma)

small, then Ma)

will be a square in F .

a € 21 so that for every p|2A(S)),

a to be in 2)

||a - a' ||

(using Lemma 3.3), |Ma)|

to be a square in F . Then since

\N(a~

a)\

=1,

is sufficiently small

= |MaJ|

a~

, and

a is a unit in

2>f. Thus

a^a
P

» Î P » a-V P = S.P

and aS)Pa"1 = a^a"1
= nRf1.
p p p
' pi

Ma) = f2, fpeFp, for each p|2A(S)).
(ii) We now show that we can assume that Ma) = a d where d e D,
\d\

= 1 at each p|2A(S)), and d is represented
By [5, 21:2a],

generates

Then /

|F|

at each p|2A(S)) there exists

= \Pp\p

and |n\l

= npPep where o

for each p|2A(S)),

D and |*|

|e|

in the genus of 2).

rrp e D such that

= 1 for each spot

a dividing

\np\p

2A(S)), q¿p.

is an integer and |e L = 1; so, for each p|2A(S)),

Ma) = n2p0p• e2,. Set a = ^p\2M^flP
observe that

by a lattice

and e = N(a)/a2.

Then e e F, and

= 1 and e is the square of an element of F . We

e may be written in the form e = b/c

where b and c are in

= |c|p = 1 for each p|2A(S)). Hence Mca) = a2 • be = a2d where

d= be = e?2,e D, e e D , and |a"L = 1 at each p|2A(S)). Replacing a by ca,
we have the first part of the assertion.
Since
3)

e

e S)

is D -maximal,

section

of D

d is represented

by S^ for each p|2A(S)). For p +2A(S)),

and the set of elements

and the set represented

represented

by S) is the inter-

by 8L [5, 91:3]. Since 21 is universal,

d is represented

by S) for each p. Since

by 21. It follows

[5, 102:5] that

Ml/a

a* is represented

- a) = d, d is represented
by a lattice

of 2).
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(iii) We continue
K £ gen®

by constructing

represent

an appropriate

d. There exists

®-generic

K' £ els K such that

pair.

Let

K' = ©

for each

p|2A(©) [5, 102:4]. Choose g e K' with N(g') = d, and choose t eD such
that tK' C © and |r|

if,

= 1 at each p|2A(©) (using Proposition

3.1). If £ =

then £ is a unit in ©p and f-1©^
\ at each p|2A(©).
Let R j = £~ 1a~ * • ï?Rt/~ * • af. We note that R j e els R and that for

p|2A(©)

(Rj)p= t1*'^
For p \ 2A(©), (R ^

■©p• a"V = r1 - V £- V

= pp . ©p . /z~ 1 where ^ = f 'aa^

and Mj^) is a

square in F .

Suppose p \ 2A(©). It follows from [3, Theorem 10] that /VOj)2A(3p) C
16D

and N(©*) C Dp. Furthermore,

maximality

that ©

of ©

implies

represents

to the 2x2

that

since

© = ® ; hence

zero nontrivially,

matrices

2 is a unit in Dp, ©p C ®*. The
®

is unimodular.

and by Proposition

over D . Therefore,

It follows

3.2 ©p is isomorphic

for p \ 2A(©), every two-sided

ideal in ®_ is of the form E = c©. with c £ D.
P
P
Now consider the right ©-module Rj©. For p f 2A(©), (R^)p
p. ® ¡i~ ® . By multiplying

p~

£ © . Then

form c®

for some c eD.

of a fractional

element

S) ^t~ ®. is a two-sided

ideal,

of D. Then

2.2 that [/-1Rj©,

= D

and hence is of the

for some í

N(Rj©)

= / , where

Rj©) = D, and it is a direct

/ is a fractional

consequence

(iv) To complete

T eels©,

the proof, we may assume

and Rj C T. A local argument

Thus

R eels©,

5. Spinor genus.
L £ spn©,

and the theorem

by hypothesis

shows that
follows

that

/

Rj© =

T = w©<u~ 1,

T = Rj, and hence

from Proposition

T e

3.5.

We have shown that if R is the right order of a lattice

and if every ©-generic

if every ©-generic

of Theorem

l] is right ©-generic.

&)© for some co e 21. If T is the left order of /" !R j©, then

clsR.

e F . Noting

we see that N(Rj©) is locally the square

and we may write

N(l~

= t D

=

of D., we may assume

ideal in ®

Thus, N(R j©)

that for p| 2A(©), N(R jS)
ideal

by a suitable

module is cyclic,

module is cyclic,

are in the same class.

then R € els ©. Thus,

all the orders in the spinor genus of ©

The following

corollary

is then a direct consequence

of Theorem 2.4:
Corollary

classes

5.1.

// the spinor

each of which contains

which does not represent

genus

of a lattice

L contains

an order, then there is another

a unit.
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Corollary

5.2.

S) z's in a spinor

genus

if right 'Si-generic modules are cyclic

composed

of one class

and 2) represents

if and only

every unit represented

by its spinor genus.

Proof.

If Lisa

lattice

in spn S) and R is its right order, then (assuming

2)-generic modules are cyclic)

there exists

£r?-

assumption,

there exists

R £ clsS).

As in the proof of Proposition

3.5

e L such that N(¿;t¡~ l) is a unit and £~ lLr¡ = 2). By
a unit ß e S) such that

M/3) = M£ • r¡~ ). Thus

2)= ß€~ lLr), and since MjSf-') = Mt/)- K L e els 2).
The converse

follows from Theorem 2.4.

We remark that for the family of indefinite
and spinor genus of a lattice
order

2), 3)-generic modules

sented

by its spinor genus.

Lemma 5.3.
the class

coincide.
are cyclic

Thus,

quaternion

for any indefinite

and 2) represents

If L & spn S> and L is in a class

of L contains

algebras

the class

quaternion

every unit repre-

which represents

one, then

an order.

Proof. Choose p £ L with M/z) = 1, and let S)' = p_1L. S)' e clsL, and
by Proposition

3.4 and Theorem

2.2, 2) is invertible

for its right order.

From

[3, §3], 2)' is an order.
The S)-generic pair [M, a] is said to be equivalent

[Mj, aj]

if or M and cl~ Mj are in the same class.

Proposition
spinor

genus

equivalent

clsS)'

5.4.

There is exactly

of an order

one class

representing

one in the

2) in 21 if and only if every right ^-generic

to a two-sided

Proof.

contains

to the S)-generic pair

Si-generic

pair is

pair.

From Lemma 5.3, every class

in spn 2) which represents

one

an order 2) e spn 2). As in Theorem 4.1, there exist an order Rj e

and a fractional

this pair is equivalent

ideal

/ such that [/

to the two-sided

RjS), l] is right 2)-generic.

If

©-generic pair [M, a], then there exist

f, r¡ e 21 such that £l~ RjSty = M. Comparing left orders, we have <fRj£~

2); hence Rj edsS)

=

and 2)' e els 2>.

We now assume that all orders in spn 2) are in els Si. If [M, a] is right
2>-generic, then by Proposition
hence

in clsS).

So there

exists

2.3 the left order
tj £ 21 such that

T oí or M is in spn S) and
2) = r¡Tr¡~ . Thus

left order of r¡oT 1AI and [r¡or lM, rj] is left S)-generic.

sided S)-generic pair equivalent

Let L be an integral
a global field

lattice

It is clearly

2) is the

a two-

to [M, a].

on a three-dimensional

F (char F ± 2). It is possible

to associate
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®,

on a quaternion

and the results

algebra over F. This association

are incorporated

Theorem 5.5. The integral
class

Proof.
generic

ternary

If every right ®,-generic

lattice

L is in a spinor genus of one

pair is equivalent

pair is equivalent

pair, then all the orders in spn ®,

Conversely,

to a two-sided

to a two-sided

are in the same class.

then ©K eSpn©L,

all the orders in spn ©,

and KedsL.

actly one class

in spn©^

6. Example.

Consider

Z associated

The corresponding
quadratic

which represents

then

By Lemma 5.3, there is ex-

one. The conclusion

the free ternary lattice

with the quadratic

/(xj,

K £ spn L

So if L is in a spinor genus of one class,

are in the same class.

®,-

Using

©K ecls©L,

if © is an order in spn ©L, there is a lattice

such that © = ©^ [4, 4.1].

definite

in [4],

pair.

[4, 3.2 and 3-5], if K espnL,

integers

is discussed

into the next theorem.

if and only if every right %,-generic

®, -generic
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follows.

L over the rational

form

x2, x3) = x2 + 3x2 + 3x2x3 + 3xj.

quaternion

order ©,

(see [4]) has the associated

positive

form

F(xQ, Xj, x2, x3) = Xq + 3xQXj + 9xj + 3x2 - 3x2x3 + 3x2
with respect
basis

to the basis

1, £Xj, &2, a.

of ©L corresponding

for L. Let H be the symmetric matrix associated

and N be the corresponding

symmetric bilinear

to a fixed

with F, and let B

form and norm on ©, . We

shall show that the spinor genus of L and of ©,

each contains

only one

class.
Let [Al, a] be a right ®L-generic

pair, and let pQ, pv p2, p$ be a basis

for Al over Z. Since N(M) = mZ for some positive

rational

number

m we may

write 2Bip., p.) = mg.. for i ^ /' and Nip .) = mg.. with g.. £ Z for i, ;'=

0, 1, 2, 3. Thus

N ( Z *AJ = m S «i,*/*/= mG{x0'
*V *2' X3}
\z'=0

/

'•»'

with G(*o> xi> x2> x->) an integral

quadratic

form. We use the same notation

mG for the matrix (Bip., p)) of the basis pQ, p., p2, p, of Al.
Certainly the volumes v(a.-

(det H)Z. From Theorem 2.2,

over, if T is the rational

Al) and v(®L) are equal, and Nia)~4[det(z7zG)]Z =

Nice) = m, and hence

det G = í det H. More-

change of basis matrix from p0, pt, p2, p, to 1,

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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av a2> a3> then

T\mG)T = H, det G = m~4 • (det T)-2 . det «;
hence, det G = det H = (27/4)2.
G represents

there exists

a positive

integer

r < (4 • det G)1'4 < 4 [2, p. 185]. So

Ç e M such that M£ ) = mi with r = 1, 2, or 3. Since fAM=

th2)l, £M = mM where M is a right ideal of 2)^. Then MM ) = íZ with
/ = 1, 2, or 3, and [M*, f a/zzz] is right Sî^-generic.

We will show that M*

must be cyclic.

If r¡ € M', then r¡ eS>L, rjr¡ e Al', and N(m') C M*.So if £ = 1, M' = 2>L.
We next eliminate
t locally

the case

t = 2. By Theorem 2.2, M must represent

at each spot. We show that M,, the localization

adic spot on the rationals,

does not represent

an element

with a . e Z, satisfying

y = ^,-=0flyiai

aQ, «j, a2, a^eZ

^i=0aiai~y=

of M at the 3Z-

2. Suppose

(2>L), contains

N(y) = 2. We can find

such that |a¿ - a3¿|3 < 1. Then a¿ - a^ e 3Z3, and

3r? where »? e(\V

Thus,

N(Z «ia¿) = 2 + 9M»7)
+ 3 • 2B(y,rf), nI ¿ «.a.J - 2 e 3Z3n Z = 3Z,
and F(xQ, Xj, x2, x,) b 2 (mod 3) will have an integral

implies

that x2 = 2 (mod 3) which is impossible.

does not represent

2. Therefore

solution.

So (2^),

But this

(and hence

MÍ)

/ ^ 2.

Now suppose r= 3. Then Mm') = 3Z, and 3 • 1, 3^, 3a2, 3a3 are in
M'. The norm of Z(3 • l) + Z(3aj) + Z(3a2) + Z(3a3) is 9Z. So M' contains
an element of the form y = aQ • 1 + «ja
all the a.'s

divide a..
/3a

are divisible

by 3. Since 3 divides

So ß = a .a. j + a2a2 + a,o.

and /3a

+ a2a2 + a?a

it follows that o.a.

one of ßj, a2, a? is not divisible
Z(3 • l) + Zax + Z(3a2) + Z(3a

N(y), it follows that 3 must

is in M . By considering the products

and «2ai
by 3, aj

are elements

of M . Since

6 M . Also since the norm of

) is 9Z, M* must contain an element of the

form <*2a2 + axa% w^tn a2 or ß3 (»ntegers) not divisible
modulo 3 and multiplying

a¿ € Z, where not

by - 1 if necessary,

by 3. Reducing

we have the following

I. If a2 = 1 and a? = 0, then a2 e M*,a 2M*C 32>L,and a^fl'

cases:

=

3M' C 3a2 . ®L. So M' C a2S)L C M*, and M*= a2S>L.
II. If a2 = 0 and a3 = 1, then as in case I, M = aiS>L.
III. If a2 = a3 = 1, then a2 + a^ e M', and since N(a2 + a?) = 3, we
have M' = (a2 + a3)S>L.
IV. If a, = 1 and a, = - 1, we observe that the norm of Z(3 • l) +
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Zdj

+ Z(3 • o. ) + Z(a

- a ) is 9Z. So Al contains

309

an element to which

case I applies.
In all cases,
positive

definite,

Corollary

Al is cyclic;

Furthermore,

the unit - 1 is not represented.

5.2 are satisfied;

Proposition

so Al is cyclic.

hence

since F is

The hypotheses

of

©L is in a spinor genus of one class.

By

5.4 and Theorem 5.5, L is in a spinor genus of one class.

We remark that the genus of L contains

at least

It follows from [4] that the genus of ©L contains

two classes

[7, p. 115].

an order not in the spinor

genus of ©L«
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